
































































































































































































A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON EDUCATIONAL
THOUGHTS OF PROGRESSIVISM AND
ESSENTIALISM IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA
ABSTRACT
In the twentieth century, America's education is the most advanced
all over the wor泊; conversely, her problems in education include a
variety of points of view, the meaning and purpose of education,
to make curriculum, the method of teaching, and the way of supervision
臼ld the like. These diverse ideas of education are based primarily on
the different schools of educational philosophy.
This thesis concentrates on the most important of the emerging
schools of educational philosophy in the 1900's. These main schools are:
pragmatism, neo-realism, idealism, scholasticism, and catholicism.
The last two schools are the other form of realism. In fact, we can
systematize these into three major schools, namely, pragmatism, idealism,
and realism. The former is the foundation of progressive education;
So far, progressivism and
of educational philosophy
the latter two are the basis of essentialism.
essentialism constitute the two
in the United States.
As is well known, progressivism itself is essentially the application
of pragmatism to education. As far back as the 1870's, the founder,
Francis W. Parker, was advocating school reforms later to be proposed
by John Dewey. Afterward, the movement got the support of William
H. Kilpatrick of Columbia University. During the Depression it was
joined by John L. Childs, George Counts, V. T. Thayer, and Boyd H.
Bode. Now, We may epitomize its central tenor as follows:
1. Taking the pragmatist view that change is the essence of reality,
progressivism declares that education is always in the process of
development. Educators must be ready to modify methods and policies









for 2. Education should be life itself rather than a preparation
living. All intelligent living is learning, since it involves the interpre
tation and reconstruction of experience. The school, therefore, should
be a place where the child learns to living critically and intelligently.
3. It is a cardinal principle of progressivism that it is concerned
with the development of personality, and that its primary regard is for
wholesome human growth and development.
4. Progressivism insists upon a curriculum made of life experiences.
In other words, curriculum under progressive education is made up of
all of a 、 child's activity, the sum total of his experiences; its scope is
the extent of human living
5. The method of instruction is largely that which earlier is called
project-the carrying on of pupil-needed, pupil-planned, pupil-
organized, and pupil-evaluated activities. Its famous methods: the use
of problems and project, unit teaching, provision for individual dif
fernces, the guidance function of education, and the reorganization of
the school.
Essentialism is primarily a critique of progressivism. Founded in
the earlY 1930'科 the movement has included in its ranks such outstanding
educators as William C. Bagley, Machael Demiashevich, Frederick Breed,
Isaac L. Kandel, and Ross Finney. It also won the support of Herman
H. Horne. In 1938, these men formed the Essentialist Committee for the
Advancement of American Education. The essentialists devote their
main efforts to reexamining curricular matters, distinguishing the es-
sential and nonessential in school programs, and reestablishing the
authority of the teacher in the classroom. It particularly criticizes the
attention paid by progressivism to the freedom and interests of the
child its major tenor as follows:
1. The most important fact is that the ideas or forms are etern祉，
and unchanging. In the midst of the welter of change and diversity
the essentialist believes there are some points of the educational compass
which are more or less fi芷ed
2. It is a cardinal principle of essentialism that
、，vtth the preservation of our ways of life and the adaptation of educ-
ation to the maintenance of our established institutions and practices.
In line with this concept, children should be taught for the respect and
concerned IS it
the
of fundamental social values
essentialists emphasize the need for a curriculum that
significant race experiences, and they believe that this racial
should be presented to the pupils largely through organized
to
subject-matter course
4. Learning involves hard work and often unwilling application.
The essentialists emphasize habituation more than experience, guidance
more than incidentalism, discipline more than freedom, effort
than interest, an吐 self-examination more then expression. They believe
also that the realities of environment place distinct limitations
individual freedom and individual interest. In other words, the school
should retain traditional method mental discipline.
5. The heart of the educational process is the absorption of prescribed
subject matter. It must be presented to child in the logical organization
of subject matter. Essentialism emphasizes the importance of race
experience or the social heritage over the experience of the individual.
These two theories of education by certain conflicting concepts sum
up in pairing such opposites as "individual vs. society,"“freedom vs.
discipline,"“interest vs. effort," "play vs. work," or
recently current expressions,“immediate needs vs. remote goals,"
“personal experience vs. race experience,"“psychological organization
vs. logical organization,"“pupiHnitiative vs. teacher-initiative."
All in all, progressivism and essetialism have a unanimous belief
that education is the instrument for realizing demorcatic ideal on the
one hand; and the supreme goal of education is to develop the wholeman
of democratic society on the other.
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